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The debate whether climate change is happening is over

Sources: The Stern Review; Science; IPCC
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Pressure from regulators, customers, and capital markets

Sources: Company Web sites; Carbon Disclosure Project; team analysis

Increasing pressure 
to realize a low-carbon 
economy

Customers Financial markets
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The world is likely to set aggressive reduction targets against globally 
rising greenhouse gas emissions

35
40

12

52

20502002 202020201990

-20%

-60%-80%

Greenhouse gas anthropogenic emissions, GtCO2e 

* 550 ppm CO2e or approximately twice preindustrial levels is assumed to be the “safe” limit to avoid dangerous warming

Sources: Global abatement cost curve; IPCC; EU; team analysis

Business-as-usual 
scenario

Targets for GHG reduction 
compared to 1990 levels

Key takeaways

• Under business-as-
usual conditions, 
emissions will increase 
1.5% per annum, 
driven by global GDP 
and population growth

• The European Union 
has recently 
announced a 20% 
reduction target for 
2020, compared to 
1990 levels

• A reduction of 60% to 
80% by 2050, 
compared to 1990 
levels, may be 
necessary to maintain 
a GHG concentration 
below 550 ppm*
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Regulatory pressure is steadily mounting to reduce emissions 
below 1990 levels

Political carbon reduction targets 

1 Interim target; 2050 target is 60% reduction from 1990 levels

2 Norway has targeted carbon neutrality by 2050

3 German reunification caused one-off “decarbonization” post-1990 due to closure of inefficient East German plants; actual carbon 

abatement figure for 2020 is thus inflated compared with other countries

4 Interim target; 2050 target is 80% reduction from 1990 levels

Sources: European Commission Summit (March 2007); U.K. Climate Change bill; CA Energy Commission (2007); press research

Examples of planned regulatory measures

+

28-32%

California4

30%

20-30%

0%

40%

U.K.1

EU

Norway2

Germany3

2020 target vs. 1990 levels 1990 (100%) • Overall – Proposal from France & U.K. 
to reduce VAT across EU on all “green”
products

• Aviation – Proposed ETS inclusion of intra-
EU flights in 2011, flights to/from EU in 2012

• Road – Emission cap or tax on cars/trucks 
likely

• Ocean – ETS inclusion of shipping 
(EC proposal; consultations to start
in Sep. 2007)

• Aviation – CO2 regulation likely, but 
government favors industry self-regulation

• Road – Federal CO2 regulation expected; 
states already moving to curb emissions

• Overall – National climate change plan 
features many “no-regret” moves and rejects 
binding targets
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Many levers have High Tech inside – Clean Tech solutions!

Sources: Vattenfall/Firm global abatement cost curve; team analysis
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Transport
Buildings

Agriculture
and waste

<10%

>10% and <50%
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High Tech share in 
capex of measures

CONTRIBUTION OF SECTORS TO CO2e ABATEMENT

%

Levers for building, e.g., 
• High-efficiency HVAC
• Lighting 
• High-efficiency appliances 

Levers for power, e.g., 
• Solar PV and CSP 
• Wind (onshore and offshore)
• CCS 
• Nuclear 
• Biomass

Levers for industrial 
applications, e.g.,
• High-efficiency motors 
• Variable speed drives
• Combined heat and power (CHP)
• Industry-specific measures 

(e.g., furnace efficiency)

Transport levers, e.g., 
• Biofuels
• Plug-in hybrids
• Engine upgrades for aircrafts
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Clean Tech is promising field for high-tech players

… leverages typical strengths of High-Tech players

… attracts talent

… generates large business opportunities 

… captures a global megatrend

Source: Team analysis

Clean Tech …
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Main investment requirements for measures in power sector 
in new technologies, e.g., solar  

Sources: Expert interviews; Press clippings; Company Web sites; team analysis

Thermal • 500 MW coal-based project planned next to BP’s 
Kwinana refinery in Western Australia (~4 million tons 
of CO2 to be captured and stored in an offshore 
geological formation)

Wind

Solar

Power

• Cumulated installed capacity is expected to grow nearly 10 
times from 2010 installed capacity to 

260 GW in 2020

• Fast growth of players; e.g., FirstSolar (U.S.) has grown 

in revenues from 2006 to 2007 by ~270%, SolarFun
(China) by ~300%, Q-Cells (Germany) by 55%

• In 2006, wind only accounted for 1% of world's electricity 
(but large shares in some countries, e.g., 13.4% in Denmark)

• Expected growth of ~19% p.a. until 2020, reaching an 

estimated installed base of >800 GW
• Large offshore projects, e.g., Guangdong in China with 

nation’s largest offshore wind farm planned (1.2 million kW); 

RWE announced EUR ~3 billion investment in 2-3 large 
offshore parks in Germany

Expected average investment p.a. 
of USD ~100 billion until 2020 in ‘clean’
power technologies
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Example solar: Middle East important facilitator for technology 
development

* Development: ADFEC – Abu Dhabi Future Energy Company

Source: Web sites

Solar island in the Gulf

• Circular solar islands (5 km diameter)

• Thermo-solar panels on a membrane

• Prototype in construction in UAE, 
with 1 MW

• Project partners from Middle East: 
RAKIA (Ras al Khaimah Investment 
Authority), CSEM (main contractor), 
CSEM-UAE (subcontractor), 
Nolaris SA (subcontractor), 
CEA/Liten-Grenoble (subcontractor)

Masdar City in Abu Dhabi*

• USD 15 billion, 6 mn square meter 
‘from-scratum’ development

• Focus on sustainable development

• Energy supply from surrounding solar 
and wind farms

• 1,110 MW solar power plant, planned 
by Masdar
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Largest potential for industrial applications from sector-wide applicable 
efficiency measures

Sources: Siemens AG (in: ElektronikPraxis, April 2008); team analysis

Example: High-efficiency motors

• 97% of life-cycle costs of a motor are 
energy costs

• In case of permanent use, amortization 
of high-efficiency motors already after 
~5 months (example here: 4-pole 5.5 kW 
high-efficiency motor)

• Consequent implementation of highly 
efficient drive technology in the EU could 
save up to 43 TWh (equals ~19 fossil coal 
plants)

• In abatement cost curve, investment 
requirements related to improvements in 
electric motor systems add up to more 
than EUR 100 billion until 2020

Industry
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Many ‘basic’ levers in buildings still to leverage – and more to come 
with building automation 

Sources: MGI, "Capturing the European Energy Productivity Opportunity" (June 2008); Press clippings; team analysis

Example: Energy-saving bulbs

Buildings

• Compact fluorescent lamps (CFL) use 
less than 20% of the energy of an 
incandescent bulb, and prices have fallen 
sharply (from EUR ~8 per unit in early 
1990s to EUR ~3)

• CFL sales forecasted to increase at 16%
CAGR (2005-09), while incandescent 
lamp sales are forecasted to decrease 
at 5% CAGR 

• Several countries and regions will ban
incandescent bulbs (Australia 2010, 
California 2012; considerations for France 
2010, EU 2012)

• In the EU, doubling replacement rate of 
incandescent bulbs by CFLs could 
generate EUR ~0.5 billion market 
potential p.a. until 2016
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Opportunities in transport for High Tech players

Sources: Press clippings; www.betterplace.com; team analysis

Transport

• For aircraft manufacturers, a step change in engine design
is required to meet efficiency and regulatory expectations (e.g., green 

‘aeroengine’ offered by GE promises 15% lower fuel consumption and 

90% below current regulatory limits)

• Alternative drive concepts are the main opportunity to increase 

energy efficiency in shipping (reduced fuel consumption, e.g., by 

SkySails, likely to reach ~20%)

• Low-weight vehicles and energy recovery systems are 

emerging clean technologies for all transport nodes, particularly for rail 
(e.g., drive efficiencies up to 96% in low-weight rail systems)

• Alternative drive technologies for road transportation, e.g., 

electric vehicles
– Electric vehicles slowly start to become competitive in terms of price and 

performance (e.g., Tesla Roadster from 0 to 100 in less than 4 seconds)

– Some scenarios expect 20-50% share of xEVs of new cars sold in 2020 
(Europe and U.S.)

– Battery technology will be crucial for success; promising due to expected 

battery price decrease of 8-12 p.a. 

Investments of average USD 600 billion p.a. 
until 2020 are expected for a) transportation 
infrastructure buildup in emerging markets and 
b) marginal investments to improve efficiency 
of existing rail & road infrastructure
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In the future: 
‘Back to the roots’?

• The SkySails propulsion 
system uses a large kite

• MS Beluga Skysails is the 
world’s first container cargo 
ship to be partially powered by 
a giant computer-controlled 
kite (160 m²)

• The kite could reduce fuel 
consumption by 20%

Example transport: Alternative drive concepts provide 
main opportunity to increase energy efficiency in shipping

* Compared to a benchmark large civil aircraft from 2000

Sources:  SkySales homepage; IHT breakout

Today, huge engines 
are used in marine

500 years ago people 
traveled by sailing ships

BACKUP

©2008 SkySails GmbH & Co. KG.
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Overall, clean technologies in Industrial High Tech with different 
starting positions but excellent forecasts regarding growth 

* 2004/05 data

** Compact Fluorescent Lamps

Sources: Freedonia; iSuppli; BCC Research; BTM Consult; Solaia Project; GIA; ON World; Worldwatch Institute; IEA; Frost & Sullivan; Fuji Keizai;
NatureWorks; Mizuho; METI; DRIVE study; Experts
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CLEAN TECHNOLOGY GROWTH FIELDS
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Main contribution of software providers in enabling others 

Source: Team analysis

CARBON FOOTPRINT

Per unit, referring to million tons CO2

CONCEPTUAL

1

Software 
company’s 
own footprint

100
Footprint 
of software 
products in use

10,000
Customer’s 
footprint

x100
x100
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Telecom 

Computing 

IT 
services*

Software

The ICT sector includes computing, it services, software, and 
telecoms

* Not included in full member definition in GeSI constitution

Sources: GeSI; ICT group

• Hardware components
• Assembly
• Peripherals
• Network
• Company operations

• Hardware components
• Assembly
• Peripherals
• Network hardware
• Company operations

• Data centers
• Network design
• E-paper, online services
• Company operations

• Software development and 
testing

• Software packaging
• Software sales and 

distribution 

“Any company or 

organization which, as a 

principal part of its business, 

provides a service for the 

point-to-point transmission 

of voice, data, or moving 

images over a fixed, 

Internet, mobile, or personal 

communication network, or 

is a supplier of equipment 

that is an integral 

component of the 

communication network 

infrastructure, or produces 

equipment or software 

associated with the 

electronic storage, 

processing, or transmission 

of data”

GeSI constitution, on what 
defines an ICT company
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By 2020 the ICT global footprint will be dominated by developing 
nations

* EIT = Economies in transition (includes Russia and non-OECD Eastern European countries)

** RoW = Rest of the world (includes India, Brazil, South Africa, Indonesia, and Egypt)

Source:Team analysis

Key takeaways

• Developing countries today 
account for less than half of 
the global footprint but will 
account for more than 60% 
by 2020

• Dominance of emerging 
countries is even stronger
in telecom networks and 
devices, where growth is 
higher

• Growth is driven by the 
spread of devices in China 
and India, where 
approximately 70% of the 
population will be able to 
afford ICTs by 2020

13%

10%

7%16%

14%

12%

25%
20%
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12%

23%

23%

0.82

2007

10%

27%

1.54

2020

U.S. and Canada

OECD Europe

29%EIT*

China

RoW**

11%

Other industrial

Emissions by geography
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By 2020 data centers will have a higher share of the total footprint, and 
PCs will have decrease their share

Source: Team analysis

• PCs will become a smaller 
part of the global footprint,
as laptops replace desktops 
and LCD monitors replace 
CRT monitors 

• Despite virtualization and 
other efficiency measures, 
data centers grow faster 
than any other technology,
driven by the need for 
storage and services

• Telcos represent a smaller 
share of the total footprint
in 2020, as efficiency 
measures balance growth

12%

13%

22%

12%

8% 12%

48%
42% 42%

37%
29%

1.54

2002

0.52

25%

2007

0.82

Telecoms

Data centers

Printers

PCs

2020

5

6

10

5

Key takeaways
Emissions by geography
(GtCO2e, %)

CAGR 
% 
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Due to enormous energy consumption, carbon 
footprint of data centers is surprisingly high …

ESTIMATED
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2004

7.2

2005

7.9

2006

8.6

2007E

9.3

2008E

10.6

2009E 2010E

11.5 +34%

0.5

Data centers

0.6

Airlines

0.8

Shipyards

1.0

Steel plants

• Data centers account for 
almost 0.5% of world 
electricity consumption*

• Average Data Center 
consumes energy 
equivalent to 25000 
households

• Worldwide energy 
consumption of DC 
doubled between 2000 
and 2006 and expected 
to grow 34% in the future

• Worldwide direct servers 
only electricity bill for DCs
is estimated to total 
USD 11.5 billion in 2010

170 146 142
178

Data centers Netherlands Argentina Malaysia

Less known facts about 
Data Centers

Carbon dioxide emissions as percentage of world total
Percent

Carbon emissions
Mt CO2 p.a.

Total Data Centers energy bill
USD billions

* Including custom-designed units used (e.g., Google, Yahoo)

Source: Financial Times; Gartner report 2007; Stanford University; AMD; Uptime Institute; Team analysis
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… and is expected to grow by 11% per year for the next decade due to the 
ever increasing demand for it services

670

170

2007 2020

+11%

30.1

World 
2007

19.0

U.S. and 
Canada

16.9

Europe 
and CIS

15.0

Rest of 
the world*

5.0

China

86.0

World 
2020

• Number of servers and data centers will grow significantly in 
the next decade as a result of an increasing role of technology

• Developing countries will grow 6-10x 

• Due to higher performance per 
m2, the electricity consumption 
will grow faster than the number 
of servers

Emissions from Data Centers 
worldwide
Mt CO2

Number of servers in Data centers will triple by 2020 … … while emissions will quadruple

* Including among others  Australia, Japan, Korea, United Arab Emirates
Source: IDC U.S. and Worldwide Server Installed Base 2007-11 Forecast; McKinsey analysis

Number of servers, installed base
Millions

Source: Team analysis

2/3 of total 2020 
data centers still 

to be built
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Success factors and need for action to capture Clean Tech 
growth in EMEA

Sources: Press and Web clippings; VentureXpert; team analysis

2

Top talents 
who can 
shape a 

management-
sensitive 
industry

4 Systematically changing 
and/or selecting 

environment

1 Speed-to-scale 
business model

3

Capital
structures 
designed 
for the long 
term, but 
still focused 
on short-
term
profits
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Clean Tech: 
How to capture the opportunity?


